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Fancy Hair clip is handmade in Europe. Hair clip is suitable for fine hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Hair clip is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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Luxurious Hair barrette is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair barrette is suitable for medium length hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair barrette is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. This item has Rubber Anti-slip innovation. Using this kind of hair barrette you can be sure that it won't slide down your hair all day through, it also won't damage your hair by pulling them in between two metal parts. Hair barrette is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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Luxurious Hair jaw clip is handmade in Europe. Hair jaw clip is suitable for medium length hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair jaw clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Hair jaw clip is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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Mid-priced Metal free earring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free earring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Metal free earring is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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Fancy Hair snap is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair snap is suitable for kids hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair snap is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Hair snap is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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Mid-priced Hair barrette is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair barrette is suitable for medium length hair. Hair barrette is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair barrette is appropriate to wear in a formal event.
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Affordable Hair claw clip is handmade in Europe. Hair claw clip is suitable for fine hair. Hair claw clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair claw clip is appropriate to wear in a formal event.
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Budget Hair clip is handmade in Europe. Hair clip is suitable for kids hair. Hair clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair clip is appropriate to wear in a formal event.
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Mid-priced Hair barrette is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair barrette is suitable for fine hair. Hair barrette is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair barrette is appropriate to wear in a formal event.
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Inexpensive Hair snap is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair snap is suitable for short hair. Hair snap is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair snap is appropriate to wear in a formal event.
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Small size rectangular shape hair clip in White and Blue
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Very large size oval shape hair barrette in White and Blue
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Luxurious Hair barrette is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair barrette is suitable for medium length hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair barrette is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. This item has Rubber Anti-slip innovation. Using this kind of hair barrette you can be sure that it won't slide down your hair all day through, it also won't damage your hair by pulling them in between two metal parts. Hair barrette is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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Luxurious Hair barrette is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair barrette is suitable for medium length hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair barrette is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. This item has Rubber Anti-slip innovation. Using this kind of hair barrette you can be sure that it won't slide down your hair all day through, it also won't damage your hair by pulling them in between two metal parts. Hair barrette is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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          Medium size rectangular shape Hair barrette in Ivory and black
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (4)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €20.37
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €23.97

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Luxurious Hair barrette is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair barrette is suitable for medium length hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair barrette is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. This item has Rubber Anti-slip innovation. Using this kind of hair barrette you can be sure that it won't slide down your hair all day through, it also won't damage your hair by pulling them in between two metal parts. Hair barrette is appropriate to wear in a formal event.
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                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: End of Tokyo]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size long and medium width shape Hair barrette in Tokyo blond
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star_half
                                                
    
      (5)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €4.21
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €4.96

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Mid-priced Hair barrette is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair barrette is suitable for fine hair. Hair barrette is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair barrette is appropriate to wear in a formal event.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian Made Hairclip "Time of a Tokyo"]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Small size bow shape Hair clip in Tokyo blond
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €2.81
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €3.31

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Budget Hair clip is handmade in Europe. Hair clip is suitable for kids hair. Hair clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair clip is appropriate to wear in a formal event.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: No metal in Tokyo]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Small size rectangular shape Hair clip in Tokyo blond
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (10)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €2.74
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €3.22

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Budget Hair clip is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair clip is suitable for short hair. Hair clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair clip is appropriate to wear in a formal event.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

        
      
        Best selling handmade hair jaws
              

      
            
              
                                    


  
    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made clawclip "Beige Lagoons"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Large size regular shape Hair jaw clip in Ivory and black
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (2)
	
		
			










		

                
                  

                  €8.78
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €10.33

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair jaw clip is handmade in Europe. Hair jaw clip is suitable for medium length hair. Hair jaw clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. This hair jaw has a special part that covers metal spring, so your hair or skin wouldn't touch the metal. It also protects your hair from tangling inside. Hair jaw clip is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
          
          
            
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made clawclip "Tokyo Cave"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Large size regular shape Hair jaw clip in Tokyo blond
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (5)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €8.43
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €9.92

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair jaw clip is handmade in Europe. Hair jaw clip is suitable for medium thickness hair. Hair jaw clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. This hair jaw has a special part that covers metal spring, so your hair or skin wouldn't touch the metal. It also protects your hair from tangling inside. Hair jaw clip is appropriate to wear in a formal event.

          
        
        
          
          
            
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made clawclip "Tokyo Hair Joy"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Hair jaw clip in Tokyo blond
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star_half
                                                
    
      (2)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €7.73
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €9.09

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair jaw clip is handmade in Europe. Hair jaw clip is suitable for all hair types. Hair jaw clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. This hair jaw has a special part that covers metal spring, so your hair or skin wouldn't touch the metal. It also protects your hair from tangling inside. Hair jaw clip is appropriate to wear in a formal event.

          
        
        
          
          
            
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made clawclip "Beige Crystal Lagoon"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Large size regular shape Hair jaw clip in Ivory and black
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €15.10
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €17.77

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Deluxe Hair jaw clip is handmade in Europe. Hair jaw clip is suitable for fine hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair jaw clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. This hair jaw has a special part that covers metal spring, so your hair or skin wouldn't touch the metal. It also protects your hair from tangling inside. Hair jaw clip is perfect addition for a dinner party.

          
        
        
          
          
            
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made clawclip "Black Crystal Idea"]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Large size regular shape Hair jaw clip in Black and white
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €14.75
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €17.36

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Deluxe Hair jaw clip is handmade in Europe. Hair jaw clip is suitable for fine hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair jaw clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. This hair jaw has a special part that covers metal spring, so your hair or skin wouldn't touch the metal. It also protects your hair from tangling inside. Hair jaw clip is perfect addition for a dinner party.

          
        
        
          
          
            
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made clawclip "White elegance"]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Large size regular shape Hair jaw clip in White and black
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (5)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €45.66
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €53.72

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Luxurious Hair jaw clip is handmade in Europe. Hair jaw clip is suitable for medium length hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair jaw clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Hair jaw clip is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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        Best selling ponytail holders
              

      
            
              
                                    


  
    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made ponytail "Unframed"]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size round shape Hair elastic with decoration in White and black
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			










		

                
                  

                  €17.56
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €20.66

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Deluxe Hair elastic with decoration is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair elastic with decoration is suitable for long hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair elastic with decoration is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Hair elastic with decoration is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
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                  [image: Lithuanian made ponytail "Majestic Blue shield"]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size square shape Hair elastic with decoration in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €16.86
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €19.83

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Deluxe Hair elastic with decoration is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair elastic with decoration is suitable for long hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair elastic with decoration is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair elastic with decoration is proper to wear for night at the Theater, Opera or Ballet.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
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                  [image: New Caledonia]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size flower shape Hair elastic with decoration in Hazel and coral
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (2)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €8.43
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €9.92

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair elastic with decoration is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair elastic with decoration is suitable for medium thickness hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair elastic with decoration is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair elastic with decoration is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
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                  [image: Lucky brake]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size flower shape Hair elastic with decoration in Black and turquoise
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (2)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €8.43
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €9.92

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair elastic with decoration is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair elastic with decoration is suitable for medium thickness hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair elastic with decoration is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Hair elastic with decoration is perfect for party.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
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                  [image: Lithuanian made ponytail "Don't take the Pearl for granted !"]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size flower shape Hair elastic with decoration in Beige pearl
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €7.73
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €9.09

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair elastic with decoration is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair elastic with decoration is suitable for kids hair. Hair elastic with decoration is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair elastic with decoration is perfect to wear at the weddings.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made ponytail "Flower of Wood"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size flower shape Hair elastic with decoration in Wood
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €7.73
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €9.09

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair elastic with decoration is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair elastic with decoration is suitable for thick hair. Hair elastic with decoration is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair elastic with decoration is suitable to wear at work.
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        Best selling hair headbands
                  
            Show More  trending_flat
          
              

      
            
              
                                    


  
    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Oui Madame]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Headband in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		









	

                
                  

                  €1.43
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €1.68

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Headband is made in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Headband is suitable for fine hair. Headband is great for everyday wear.
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                  [image: Cosy place]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size butterfly shape Headband in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star_half
                                                
    
      (3)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €11.81
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €13.89

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Deluxe Headband is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Headband is suitable for kids hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Headband is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Headband is perfect addition for a dinner party.
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                  [image: Beige spots]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Headband in Pink
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €4.69
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €5.51

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Affordable Headband is made in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Headband is suitable for medium thickness hair. Headband is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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                  [image: Shiny dream]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Headband in Tortoise shell
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €5.30
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €6.23

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Affordable Headband is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Headband is suitable for fine hair. Headband is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Headband is suitable to wear at work.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Gin Gin]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Headband in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €3.26
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €3.83

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Budget Headband is made in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Headband is suitable for fine hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Headband is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Au Natural]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Headband in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €1.63
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €1.92

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Headband is made in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Headband is suitable for short hair. Headband is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Next day flower]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size special ornament Headband in Marlboro red and black
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €19.96
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €23.48

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Luxurious Headband is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Headband is suitable for long hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Headband is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Headband is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Fed Up]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Headband in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €1.63
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €1.92

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Headband is made in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Headband is suitable for all hair types. Headband is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Prima Ballerina]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Headband in Brown
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €1.63
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €1.92

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Headband is made in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Headband is suitable for fine hair. Headband is great for everyday wear.
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                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Adore-a-ball]
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                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Headband in Brown
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €1.63
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €1.92

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Headband is made in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Headband is suitable for fine hair. Headband is great for everyday wear.
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        Best selling handmade hair sticks
              

      
            
              
                                    


  
    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: First choice]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size special ornament Hair stick in Tokyo blond
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		









	

                
                  

                  €5.70
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €6.71

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair stick is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair stick is suitable for thick hair. Hair stick is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair stick is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Gotcha]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size knot shape Hair stick in Tortoise shell
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €5.09
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €5.98

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Affordable Hair stick is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair stick is suitable for thick hair. Hair stick is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair stick is suitable to wear at work.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Feels like a snake]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size fork shape Hair stick in Opera
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €6.93
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €8.15

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair stick is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair stick is suitable for thick hair. Hair stick is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair stick is a fantastic choice for business meeting.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: You've Got IT]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size special ornament Hair stick in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €3.86
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €4.55

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Mid-priced Hair stick is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair stick is suitable for thick hair. Hair stick is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair stick is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

        
      
        Best selling handmade hair snaps
              

      
            
              
                                    


  
    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Private touch]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Very small size round shape Hair snap in Ivory and black
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (3)
	
		
			










		

                
                  

                  €8.43
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €9.92

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair snap is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of stainless steel plated with 24K gold without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair snap is suitable for fine hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair snap is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Hair snap is appropriate to wear in a formal event.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian Made Snap "Half"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Very small size rectangular shape Hair snap in Violet and ivory
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (2)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €15.45
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €18.18

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Deluxe Hair snap is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair snap is suitable for fine hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair snap is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair snap is proper to wear for night at the Theater, Opera or Ballet.

          
        
        
          
          
            
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made hair snap "Black, I love you!"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Very small size round shape Hair snap in Black and white
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star_half
                                                
    
      (2)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €1.76
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €2.07

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair snap is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair snap is suitable for fine hair. Hair snap is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair snap is a fantastic choice for business meeting.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuania made snap "Enlarged snake button"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Very small size round shape Hair snap in Dark brown demi and gold
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €4.57
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €5.37

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Affordable Hair snap is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair snap is suitable for short hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair snap is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Hair snap will suite your outfit for a business dinner.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made snap "Purple Orchid Snappy"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Very small size round shape Hair snap in Purple orchid and hazel
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €2.11
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €2.48

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair snap is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair snap is suitable for kids hair. Hair snap is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair snap is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Lithuanian made snap "Black Snappy"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Very small size round shape Hair snap in Black and white
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €2.11
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €2.48

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair snap is handmade in Europe. Metal part is made of white bronze without nickel to avoid skin allergies. Hair snap is suitable for fine hair. Hair snap is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair snap is a fantastic choice for business meeting.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

        
      
        Best selling hair side combs
                  
            Show More  trending_flat
          
              

      
            
              
                                    


  
    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Gippsy Trick]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Large size regular shape Hair side comb in Marlboro red and black
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (3)
	
		
			










		

                
                  

                  €9.36
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €11.02

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair side comb is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair side comb is suitable for medium length hair. Hair side comb is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair side comb is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Golden teeth]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Large size regular shape Hair side comb in Dark brown demi and gold
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €12.73
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €14.98

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Deluxe Hair side comb is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair side comb is suitable for medium length hair. Hair side comb is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair side comb is suitable to wear at work.

          
        
        
          
          
            
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Snake n' Straight]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Large size regular shape Hair side comb in Tokyo dark
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (4)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €11.60
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €13.65

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Deluxe Hair side comb is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair side comb is suitable for medium length hair. Hair side comb is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair side comb is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Comb'Nation]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Hair side comb in Ivory and black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €9.57
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €11.26

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair side comb is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair side comb is suitable for all hair types. Hair side comb is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair side comb is perfect for interview.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Going Incognito]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Hair side comb in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €1.43
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €1.68

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair side comb is made in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair side comb is suitable for fine hair. Hair side comb is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Chocolate bars]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Large size regular shape Hair side comb in Multicolor
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €9.36
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €11.02

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Fancy Hair side comb is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Hair side comb is suitable for medium thickness hair. Hair side comb is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair side comb is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Medium size regular shape hair side combs  in Tokyo dark Kosmart - 2]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape hair side combs  in Tokyo dark
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €8.85
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €10.41

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Medium size regular shape hair side combs  in Tokyo dark

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Medium size regular shape Hair side comb in Tokyo blond Kosmart - 1]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Hair side comb in Tokyo blond
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €10.26
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €12.07

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Medium size regular shape Hair side comb in Tokyo blond

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Large size regular shape hair side comb in Multicolor Kosmart - 1]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Large size regular shape hair side comb in Multicolor
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €15.45
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €18.18

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Large size regular shape hair side comb in Multicolor

          
        
        
          
          
            
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

        
      
        Best selling hair banana
                  
            Show More  trending_flat
          
              

      
            
              
                                    


  
    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Beginner`s Luck]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Hair banana clip in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		









	

                
                  

                  €2.24
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €2.64

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair banana clip is made in France. Hair banana clip is suitable for fine hair. Hair banana clip is good choice for family get-together or casual barbecue.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Sexy Divide]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Hair banana clip in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €2.24
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €2.64

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair banana clip is made in France. Hair banana clip is suitable for fine hair. Hair banana clip is good choice for family get-together or casual barbecue.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: No Doubt]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Hair banana clip in Brown
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €2.24
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €2.64

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair banana clip is made in France. Hair banana clip is suitable for fine hair. Hair banana clip is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Banana-nana]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Hair banana clip in Brown
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €3.06
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €3.60

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Budget Hair banana clip is made in France. Hair banana clip is suitable for fine hair. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Hair banana clip is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Dilly Dally]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size fish shape Hair banana clip in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €2.04
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €2.40

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair banana clip is made in France. Hair banana clip is suitable for fine hair. Hair banana clip is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
          
          
            
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Bahama Mama]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size fish shape Hair banana clip in Brown
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €2.04
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €2.40

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair banana clip is made in France. Hair banana clip is suitable for fine hair. Hair banana clip is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Flip-flop]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size fish shape Hair banana clip in Black
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €2.24
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €2.64

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair banana clip is made in France. Hair banana clip is suitable for fine hair. Hair banana clip is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Pink fish]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size fish shape Hair banana clip in Pink
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €5.50
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €6.47

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Affordable Hair banana clip is made in France. Hair banana clip is suitable for fine hair. Hair banana clip is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Stand Out]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size fish shape Hair banana clip in Brown
        

      

      
        
          
            
	
		






	

                
                  

                  €2.24
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €2.64

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Inexpensive Hair banana clip is made in France. Hair banana clip is suitable for fine hair. Hair banana clip is great for everyday wear.

          
        
        
                      
              
            

          
          
            
                              
                  Buy
                
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Military shield]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size regular shape Hair banana clip in Mixed colour texture
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
                                                
    
      (1)
	
		
			







		

                
                  

                  €13.07
				 
 				  				  


                    

                    €15.38

                                          -15%
                                      

                
                
                  
                  
                

				
Deluxe Hair banana clip is handmade in France. Hair banana clip is suitable for fine hair. Hair banana clip is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Hair banana clip is perfect addition for a dinner party.

          
        
        
          
          
            
                            
                Details
              
            

          
        

      
    
  
  
  
      

        
      
        Best selling handmade metal free earrings
              

      
            
              
                                    


  
    
      

  
    
                                        
                  [image: Healthy fashion earring (1 pcs.) "Red Flower"]
                  
  



      
        
                      -15%
                                              Reduced price
                              

      

      
                  
            
              
            
          

              

      
              
    


    
      
        
          Medium size flower shape Metal free earring in Marlboro red and white
        

      

      
        
          
            


    


        
                                                        star
                                                                                                star
                                                                                                star
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Fancy Metal free earring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystal Pearls and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free earring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Metal free earring is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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Fancy Metal free earring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystal Pearls and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free earring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Metal free earring is proper to wear for night at the Theater, Opera or Ballet.
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Affordable Metal free earring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free earring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Metal free earring is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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Mid-priced Metal free earring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free earring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. With a 3 dimensional engraving. Metal free earring is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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Fancy Metal free earring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free earring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Metal free earring is proper to wear for night at the Theater, Opera or Ballet.
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Deluxe Metal free ring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free ring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Metal free ring is suitable to wear at work.
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Deluxe Metal free ring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free ring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Metal free ring is proper to wear for night at the Theater, Opera or Ballet.
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Deluxe Metal free ring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free ring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Metal free ring is perfect for party.
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Fancy Metal free ring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free ring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Metal free ring is proper to wear for night at the Theater, Opera or Ballet.
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Fancy Metal free ring is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Product is hand encrusted with Swarovski® crystals and comes with certificate to validate its authenticity. Metal free ring is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Metal free ring is proper to wear for night at the Theater, Opera or Ballet.
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Fancy Bracelet is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Bracelet is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Bracelet is great for everyday wear.
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Fancy Bracelet is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Bracelet is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Bracelet is appropriate to wear at a cocktail party.
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Fancy Bracelet is handmade in Europe. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Bracelet is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Bracelet is great for everyday wear.
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Fancy Bracelet is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Bracelet is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Bracelet is great for everyday wear.
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Fancy Bracelet is handmade in France. Product is made without any kind of metal parts to make it completely metal free for people, who have very sensitive skin or allergies from metal parts. Bracelet is made of bioplastic - cellulose acetate. Bracelet is great for everyday wear.
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      Contac Us

Tel: +370 677 11566

Email: info@kosmart.eu

Address: V. Pietario street 8, Vilnius, Lithuania
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        This site uses cookies. By continuing to browse the site you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Find out more here.
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